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Abstract

The development of English short story has been developed with the relation of human with nature and struggle of human being. A Short story is a brief work of literature, usually written in narrative prose. In modern times, the short story has become one of the most popular forms for literature. Origin of Sanskrit short stories was in the form of animals where all characters were animals which have been contributed by Indian writers. The short story in Indian writing in English may be superficially called an offshoot of the Indo-Anglian novel. The bulky output of Mulk Raj Anand, Manjeri S. Isvaran, R.K. Narayan, Khushwant Singh, and others in the form of short stories reveal their dedication to its development. Today, the Indian short story in English has very well served as a powerful vehicle of social awareness and a tool of painting the Indian social scene.

Introduction

A short story is fictional work of prose that is shorter in length than a novel. Edgar Allan Poe, in his essay, The Philosophy of Composition, said, “A short story should be read in one sitting, anywhere from a half hour to two hours.”

According to Merriam Webster Dictionary, “A short story is an invented prose narrative shorter than a novel usually dealing with a few characters and aiming at unity of effect and often concentrating on the creation of mood rather than plot.”

“A short story is, or should be, a simple thing: it aims at producing one single vivid effect; it has to seize the attention at the outset, and never relaxing, gather it together more and more until the climax is reached.” - H. G. Wells, ‘The Contemporary Novel’
A short story is one of the oldest types of literature, existing in many forms such as myths, fairy tales, ballads, and parables. It began with the oral storytelling which led to the composition of epics such as Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey.

The development of English short story has been developed with the relation of human with nature and struggle of human being. Origin of Sanskrit short stories was in the form of animals where all characters were animals. These stories have been contributed by Indian writers. Sir William Jones, Max Muller, David’s also believed that animal tales have been introduced only in Ancient Literature of India compare to the other countries of the world.

**Short Story, a Literary Genre**

The evolution of the short story first began before humans could write. A Short story is a brief work of literature, usually written in narrative prose. It is one of the oldest types of literature. It has existed in many forms such as myths, fairy tales, ballads, and parables. It began with the oral storytelling which led to the composition of epics such as Homer’s *Iliad* and *Odyssey*. These oral narratives were based of rhythmic verse that made the memorization of the story an easier task. The refined form of the short story emerged from various developments relating to this genre.

During the seventeenth century, the short story has further grown to encompass a body of work so diverse as to defy easy characterization with the contribution made by French writers. Madame de Lafayette (1634-1693) developed the novella form which attracted most of the coming writers. In 1704, Antoine Golan’s first modern translation of The Thousand and One Nights or The Arabian Nights also had a great influence on the eighteenth century of the European short story and early writers such as Voltaire (1694-1778) and Diderot (1713-1784). Other forms of oral tales similar to The Ariabian Nights began to be collected and published in the early nineteenth century, such as the Brothers Grimm’s Fairy Tales (1824-1826) and Nicolas Gogol’s Evening on a Farm of Dikanka (1831-1832). The tales that perhaps led to the emergence of a modern short story in the United States were Charles Brockden Brown’s “Somnambulism” (1805) and Washington Irving’s “Rip Van Winkle” (1819) and “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow” (1820). (Fatima, G. 2012, p.15).
In the twentieth century, the short story has undergone umpteen changes due to the impact of social and cultural life. Writers have come out with various social themes by employing different narrative techniques. At its most prototypical the short story features a small cast of named characters, and focuses on a self-contained incident with the intent of evoking a “single effect” or mood. In doing so, short stories make use of plot, resonance, and other dynamic components to a far greater degree than is typical of an anecdote to a far lesser degree than a novel. While the short story is largely distinct from the novel, authors of both generally draw from a common pool of literary techniques.

The short story has been considered both an apprenticeship form preceding lengthier works, and a crafted form in its own right, collected together in books of similar length, price, and distribution as novels. Short story writers may define their works as part of the artistic and personal expression of the form. They may also attempt to resist categorization by genre and fixed formation. Thus, in modern times, the short story has become one of the most popular forms for literature.

As a genre, the short story received relatively little critical attention through the middle of the 20th century, and the most valuable studies of the form were often limited by region or era. Short story began to be noticed and widely accepted as a literary genre in the nineteenth century. The credit for giving a form and shape to the short story goes to three American writers Washington Irving, Nathaniel Hawthorne and Edgar Allan Poe. A change in the strong base followed by these writers is seen with the appearance of Maupassant from France and Anton Chekhov from Russia. It was these writers who brought short stories closer to human life.

**The Indian Short Stories in English**

The short story in the Indian sub-continent followed a more or less similar pattern of growth as it did in Europe and America. The development of English short story has been developed with the relation of human with nature and struggle of human being. Origin of Sanskrit short stories was in the form of animals where all characters were animals. These stories have been contributed by Indian writers. Sir William Jones, Max Muller, David’s also believed that animal tales have been introduced only in Ancient Literature of India compare to the other countries of the world.
The history of Indian English short story is not very old. 1898 was the remarkable year for the Indian English short story because English short story was published in this year for the first time. The name of the story collection was ‘Stories from Indian Christian Life’. The remarkable book was written by Kamala Sathianadan. From that year the journey of Indian short story started on. In fact the Indian writers used to focus only social problems in their short stories but after twenty the scenario of the stories was changed. The writers made new experiments in the stories, amusement was seen in the story ‘Descrated’ Bones written by Habib, terror was seen in the story. Now writers tried to portray the story with description, the characters are deeply introduced to the readers besides, the family background of the characters, social and educational set up, psychology of the characters were described very well.

Then Indian short story in English was written systemically in India after 1920. That was the age of Gandhian philosophy where people were in the influence of Ganghiji’s thoughts. Shankar Ram wrote the story, ‘The children of Kaveri’ in the year of 1926. He depicts Indian problems of India like superstitions, poverty, caste system etc. His other remarkable story is ‘Creatures of All show’ written in the year of 1933. The short story writers focused burning issues of India in their stories. A.S.P. Ayyer, K.S. Venkatramani, and K.Nagarjan were social reformers. This period was under the influence of Ganhiji, and national movement freedom thoughts were started aggressively at that time. The Indian English short story is successfully extended and acceptable with delight. Similar with the best continental short stories is enough evidence not only of their thematic and technical maturity but also of the confident ease with which the English language is being handled.

The short story in Indian writing in English may, on a superficial level, be called an offshoot of the Indo-Anglian novel. Right from Raja Rao down to Arun Joshi, every Indo-Anglian novelist, to be more precise, a good many of them, has produced at least one, if not more, collection of short stories. At the same time, there are writers like Mulk Raj Anand and R.K. Narayan who are equally prolific in the realms of the short story and the novel. They have contributed much to the emergency of the short story in English as a distinct genre and entity. It was only during the last four decades that the short story developed into a full-fledged mode of creative expression in the hands of great masters who took keen and serious interest in it as an art-form. The bulky output of Mulk Raj Anand, Manjeri S. Isvaran, R.K. Narayan, Khushwant Singh, and others in
the form of short stories reveal their dedication to its development. Today, the Indian short story in English has very well served as a powerful vehicle of social awareness and a tool of painting the Indian social scene.

**Conclusion**

The English short story has been developed with the relation of human with nature and struggle of human being. In modern times, the short story has become one of the most popular forms for literature.

Thus, Indian short story in English was written systemically in India. The short story writers focused burning issues of India in their stories. The Indian English short story is successfully extended and acceptable with delight. Today, the Indian short story in English has very well served as a powerful vehicle of social awareness and a tool of painting the Indian social scene.
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